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Climate change is anticipated to have long-term and widespread direct consequences
for the European marine ecosystems and subsequently for the European fishery
sector. Additionally, many socio-economic and political factors linked to climate change
scenarios will impact the future development of fishing industries. Robust projection
modeling of bioeconomic consequences of climate change on the European fishing
sector must identify all these factors and their potential future interaction. In this
study, four socio-political scenarios developed in the EU project CERES (Climate
change and European aquatic RESources) were operationalized and used in model
projections of marine wild capture fisheries. Four CERES scenarios (“World Markets,”
“National Enterprise,” “Global Sustainability” and “Local Stewardship") were based
on the IPCC framework of Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs). For each of
these scenarios, a set of quantitative outputs was generated to allow projections
of bio-economic impacts to mid-century (2050) on wild-capture fisheries operating
in different European regions. Specifically, projections accounted for future changes
in fisheries management targets, access regulations, international agreements, fish
and fuel prices, technological developments and marine spatial planning. This study
thoroughly describes the elements of these four fisheries scenarios and demonstrates
an example of the “regionalization” of these scenarios by summarizing how they
were applied to the North Sea flatfish fishery. Bioeconomic projections highlight the
importance of future developments in fuel and fish price development to the viability
of that and other fisheries. Adapting these scenarios for use in other models and
regions outside the 10 European fisheries examined in CERES would be highly beneficial
by allowing direct comparison of the bioeconomic risks and opportunities posed by
climate change.
Keywords: climate change, fishery, scenarios, economic, SSP, SIMFISH, PESTEL, socio-political
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The EU funded research project CERES created and tested
a set of contrasting socio-political and climate change scenarios
(Kreiss et al., 2020; Pinnegar et al., 2021) to inform both
industry and policymakers on the potential future development
of fisheries and aquaculture in Europe. Such information is
needed to develop climate adaptation plans. These scenarios
did not previously exist for European aquaculture and fisheries
sectors but could be built based on previous scenario frameworks
(e.g., Groeneveld et al., 2018) updated to incorporate the latest
insights with regard to Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs)
(see e.g., O’Neill et al., 2014; Fricko et al., 2017; Fujimori
et al., 2017; Kriegler et al., 2017; van Vuuren et al., 2017 for
specifics on the four scenarios developed in here). To enhance
their usefulness, scenarios included elements needed to apply
bioeconomic models to marine fisheries. The present paper,
describes the narratives created for European fisheries using the
four generic scenarios (“World Markets,” “National Enterprise,”
“Global Sustainability,” and “Local Stewardship") presented by
Pinnegar et al. (2021). In the following, we described how
these scenarios were applied to European fisheries including
quantitative, regionally specific values or assumptions needed to
apply bio-economic models of fisheries. The scenario elements
were based on the PESTEL approach, a concept frequently
used to examine external factors potentially influencing a
particular business or company (Johnson et al., 2017). PESTEL
is a mnemonic, which in its expanded form denotes Political,
Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legal.
The four scenarios (conceptualized in Figure 1) were based
on combinations of the IPCC Representative Concentration
Pathways (RCPs) and Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs).
They include contrasting capacities for climate mitigation and
technological development, perspectives on cooperation from
local or global, and economic or environmental drivers. The
ethos behind those scenarios is detailed in Pinnegar et al. (2021)

INTRODUCTION
Climate change will likely impact all food production systems
(Wheeler and Von Braun, 2013; Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2019).
The effect of climate change on fisheries is already visible in
some regions (Hobday and Pecl, 2014) and the threat is expected
to spread to more fisheries and fishery-dependent communities
worldwide (Sumaila et al., 2014; Hobday et al., 2016; FAO,
2020). Given the expected increases in human population, the
demand for secure, safe and sufficient food, including wildcaught fish will increase (Jennings et al., 2016; FAO, 2020). It
is, therefore, critical to anticipate the effect of climate change on
the current production systems to help transition operations so
that they are more sustainable, climate-ready and economically
viable in future.
Changes in the environment in which fishers operate are
likely to impact the profitability of fisheries. Widespread changes
are anticipated across European waters, placing current fisheries
under pressure to adapt (Peck and Pinnegar, 2018). Direct
impacts of climate change on the distribution and productivity
of marine fish stocks have already been observed (ICES, 2017b;
Baudron et al., 2020) and are expected to continue. To remain
profitable, fishers will try to follow their targeted stocks (Hamon
et al., 2014). At the beginning of the EU Common Fisheries
Policy (CFP), Member States were allocated quota shares (except
in the Mediterranean Sea were few stocks are managed with
catch quotas) based on catches from a historical reference
period (1973–1978) and those shares may not reflect the current
or future catch possibilities of the fleets (Hoefnagel et al.,
2015; Penas Lado, 2016; Sobrino and Sobrido, 2017). Due
to this ‘relative stability’ arrangement in the CFP, changes
in the distribution of fishing effort are expected to lead to
access conflicts when shared European fish stocks move over
jurisdictional boundaries. In addition, some fish stocks that
were primarily located in EU waters are expected to continue
migrating out of these boundaries. Some stocks have already been
reported Northward in the waters of countries outside of the EU
such as Iceland and Norway, leading to disputes regarding access
rights (Astthorsson et al., 2012; ICES, 2017b; Boyd et al., 2020;
Østhagen et al., 2020).
How management measures can best address the challenges
brought by climate change while creating spatial solutions for
emerging marine activities such as offshore wind energy, and
maintaining sustainable fisheries, is uncertain. International
cooperation, necessary to rise to the challenge of implementing
flexible and adaptive fisheries management and commit to
ambitious climate change mitigation measures may be threatened
by an apparent increase in nationalistic focus such as the exit
of the United Kingdom from the European Union (Brexit, see
Phillipson and Symes, 2018). Furthermore, international markets
also affect the fisheries. European marine wild-capture fisheries
compete with seafood production systems from all over the
world, impacting the price of fish garnered by European fishers.
Similarly, prices of fossil fuel are determined at the global level.
For all the above-mentioned factors, many options or directions
are possible and predicting what will happen in the future with
any certainty is impossible.
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FIGURE 1 | Conceptualization of the four CERES scenarios in terms of impact
and adaptation. Direction of the arrows indicates an increasing
development/impact. Double arrows indicate diverging socio-political focus.
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exploitation level linked to Total Allowable Catch (TAC) or
effort level, setting how much can be caught in total. The
second one defines who has access to the fishing rights, at the
begining through the initial allocation and also how this can
evolve through tradability of those rights. The third factor, marine
spatial planning, can be used in spatially explicit models to restrict
the area access to fleets. The fourth and last political factor,
seasonal closures, can be used to restrict the temporal access to
fleets or limit the effort each vessel can spend on a fishery.

and only summarized here. The World Markets (WM, RCP
8.5, SSP 5) scenario corresponds to a highly connected world
where regulations exist to supplement the market functioning.
Technological development is high and nature is seen as an asset.
Under the National Enterprise (NE, RCP 8.5, SSP3) scenario,
emissions are high, nationalism is prominent, borders are closing
and international cooperation is low. In this scenario, little
technological development is achieved. The Global Sustainability
(GS, RCP 4.5, SSP1) scenario includes international collaboration
driving, among other things, technological developments to
mitigate climate change. The Local Stewardship (LS, RCP 4.5,
SSP2) scenario promotes local solutions for self-sufficiency.
Technological development is slower in LS than in the
global scenarios (WM and GS). Broad narratives of these
four scenarios were developed for fisheries and aquaculture
(Pinnegar et al., 2021).
The present study has two main objectives. First, we use the
flexible and ’scalable’ CERES scenario framework (Pinnegar et al.,
2021) and operationalize it for use in bio-economic models of
European marine wild-capture fisheries systems spanning from
the Mediterranean to the Arctic. Then, we provide an example of
how these scenarios were applied to assess the future profitability
of the Dutch flatfish fishery using the SIMFISH model. The
approach described here outlines how this scenario framework
can be applied in other regions of the world, to fresh water
fisheries or indeed to aquaculture (see Kreiss et al., this issue).

Exploitation Level
The current management target for EU fisheries is the maximum
sustainable yield (MSY), i.e., the maximum level at which
a natural resource can be exploited at equilibrium without
long-term depletion. MSY levels are typically defined within a
single species stock assessment approach that assumes perfect
knowledge and control. Due to this, the estimate of the actual
status of a fishery can be highly uncertain and deviate from
MSY targets, especially considering environmental variability
and wider ecosystem interactions (Pascoe et al., 2017; Rindorf
et al., 2017). In the case of mixed fisheries, where different
fleets catch many different species, MSY-related targets cannot be
simultaneously achieved for all species (Maravelias et al., 2012;
Ulrich et al., 2017). In such case, alternatives such as multispeciesMSY or Maximum-economic yield (MEY) can be considered
(Pascoe et al., 2015; Hoshino et al., 2018). For each scenario, we
estimated exploitation rates relative to the exploitation rate at
MSY (for European fisheries, these are usually directly available
or available by proxy). Those estimates (see first row of Table 1)
have been validated in the EU context by M. Dickey Collas, the
chair of the Advisory committee of ICES (ACOM) providing
scientific advice to the EU for setting TACs.
In the World Markets scenario (WM), fisheries are expected to
operate at their most efficient level from an economic perspective.
The companies consolidate to the point of pseudo-monopoly
and the fish stocks are exploited at MEY or the level of
exploitation that maximizes the profit of a fishery, expressed as
the difference between revenue (proportional to the yield) and
the cost of fishing (assumed proportional to the exploitation
rate, see Figure 2). The exploitation rate associated with MEY
is typically estimated at 80% that of MSY (Pascoe et al., 2015;
Hoshino et al., 2018).
The National Enterprise scenario (NE) anticipates conflicts
between nations exploiting shared stocks. The lack of agreement
on how to share Total Allowable Catch (TAC) among nations,
and the local political mindset to maintain the largest possible
fleets that provide employment, leads to the overshooting of the
sustainable TAC and, in the long-term, to the overexploitation
of stocks at about 110% of the MSY exploitation level. The
overshooting of quota due to climate-driven shifts has already
been observed in case of Northeast Atlantic mackerel (Scomber
scombrus), where a shift in distribution toward the northwest
has led to increased catch by Iceland, the Faroe Islands
and Greenland. Meanwhile, the EU continued to claim its
historical quota share based on the principle of relative stability
(Astthorsson et al., 2012). The overexploitation assumed in the
NE scenario is moderate compared to past exploitation levels

OPERATIONALIZING THE CERES
SCENARIOS FOR EUROPEAN
FISHERIES
We “operationalized” the four CERES scenarios [see Pinnegar
et al. (2021) and Figure 1] to yield quantitative information
needed to apply fisheries bio-economic models. The future trends
and changes in the political, economic, social, technological,
ecological and legal environments were defined using various
sources of information. This included information gained from
the available (gray) literature, from organizing and participating
in stakeholder meetings involving fishers, fisher representatives,
policy makers and marine spatial planning experts, from collated
unpublished model results, and from consulting legislation texts
and legal experts. The mid-century (2050) values of the variables
included in the four fisheries scenarios and their sources are
summarized in Table 1 and detailed in the following sub-sections
following each component of the PESTEL approach.
The choice of variables included in the following sections
was mainly driven by model needs. Depending on the modeling
approach, the number variables can be modified. A few additional
elements, typically more qualitative variables identified by
stakeholders as important to take into consideration for the
future, were also included.

P – Political Factors
The political factors of a PESTEL analysis are about government’s
interventions in the economy or a certain industry. Our fisheries
scenarios included four political factors. The first one is the
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TABLE 1 | Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Ecological and Legal (PESTEL) variables and their differences among the four CERES scenarios.

Political

Economic

Social

Technological

Ecological

Legal

World Markets
[RCP 8.5, SSP5]

National
Enterprise [RCP
8.5, SSP3]

Global
Sustainability
[RCP 4.5, SSP1]

Local
Stewardship
[RCP 4.5, SSP2]

Source

Exploitation level*

80% of MSY
Exploitation level

110% of MSY
Exploitation level

60% of MSY
Exploitation level

MSY Exploitation
level

Expert judgment and
literature

Allocation of fishing
rights

Maintain relative
stability (initially)

Zonal attachment

Maintain relative
stability (initially)

Zonal attachment

Expert judgment

Tradability of fishing
rights*

Unrestricted

No trading

Limited to
sustainable
practices

Limited to national
trade

Expert judgment

Marine spatial planning*

See Table 2

See Table 2

See Table 2

See Table 2

Based on Matthijsen
et al. (2018)

Seasonal closure

No change, market
flooded with cheap
fish

Lengthened locally
to benefit fully from
higher resource
availability

No change,
spawning/growth
phenology not too
modified

No change,
spawning/growth
phenology not too
modified

Stakeholder
consultation in the
Mediterranean Sea

Fuel price1 *

+ 2.59%
[+1.04%; +4.16%]

+2.89% [ + 1.33%;
+ 4.47%]

+ 2.59%
[+1.04%; +4.16%]

+2.61% [ + 1.06%;
+ 4.18%]

See Pinnegar et al.
(2021) for details

Fish price1 *

+ 1.57%
[+0.84%; +2.31%]

+1.67%
[ + 0.94%; + 2.41%]

+ 1.33%
[+0.60%; +2.06%]

+1.64% [ + 0.91%;
+ 2.37%]

See Pinnegar et al.
(2021) for details

Labor

International labor
force, as cheap as
possible

Local and
maintained as high
as possible

International labor
force: ethical wages

Local and fairly paid

Pinnegar et al. (2021)

Type of fishing
companies

Multinational
companies with
pseudo monopoly

Owner operated
companies – limited
foreign investment

Cooperatives

Cooperatives –
vertical integration
to local market

Stakeholder
consultation in the
North Sea

Fuel efficiency*

−75%

−37.5%

−75%

−37.5%

EU targets

Selectivity/survival of
discards

No change

No change

Important increase

Moderate increase

Expert judgment

Catch efficiency

Important increase

Moderate increase

No increase

No increase

Expert judgment

Stock distribution*

RCP 8.5

RCP 8.5

RCP 4.5

RCP 4.5

Bio-physical models

Stock productivity

RCP 8.5

RCP 8.5

RCP 4.5

RCP 4.5

Bio-physical models

Fish quality

RCP 8.5

RCP 8.5

RCP 4.5

RCP 4.5

Bio-physical models

Landing obligation

Replaced by fully
documented
fisheries

Meaningless due to
De minimis
exemptions

Fully implemented

Fully implemented

Stakeholder
consultation in the
North Sea

Nature protection*

MPAs combined
with other activities

MPAs combined
with other activities

Large international
network of MPAs,
co-use with
windmill

National network of
MPAs

(Matthijsen et al., 2018)

Scenarios were for the period between 2016 and 2050. WM, World Market; NE, National Enterprise; GS, Global Sustainability; LS, Local Stewardship. The symbol “*”
indicate elements included when scenarios applied to bioeconomic projections made for an example case study (the North Sea flatfish fishery). 1 Annual increase rate
[low range; high range].

observed between 2010 and 2015 in Europe (average of F/Fmsy
ratio of 1.27 for overexploited stocks Borges, 2018) because
all the nations are still expected to adhere to international
agreements regarding sustainable exploitation of fish resources
(e.g., the World Summit on Sustainable Development or
Johannesburg Declaration).
In the Global Sustainability scenario (GS), priority is
given to maintaining whole ecosystems. This approach results
in a limitation of catches in mixed fisheries due to the
“choke”1 effect of the least abundant commercial species and
also the catch of vulnerable and endangered species, e.g.,

sharks and rays. Exploitation levels of the commercial species
associated with “ecosystem MSY” are, therefore, reduced to
60% of the exploitation rate associated with MSY to prevent
any species from going locally extinct due to overfishing
(Kempf et al., 2016).
In the Local Stewardship scenario (LS), sustainability remains
an important issue but the scope of regulation is limited
to local resources. Therefore, the exploitation level associated
with the current MSY for commercial species remains the
management target.
For input-control fisheries (e.g., those that occur in much of
the Mediterranean Sea), the catch limits of the four scenarios can
be directly translated to effort levels through the yield-effort curve
(Figure 2). Instead of reducing the unknown exploitation rate,
the effort is reduced in direct proportion.

1

Having to stop fishing for a species A for which one still has quotas because the
quota of a species B, caught at the same time, is exhausted is called the “choke”
effect.
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FIGURE 2 | Exploitation levels for the four CERES scenarios relative to the exploitation rate/effort associated with the Maximum sustainable yield (Emsy ).

Fishing Rights Allocation and Tradability

employed. Owners thus practice increased stewardship of the
resource and an aversion toward speculation. In this scenario, it
would be possible for environmental NGOs to buy fishing rights
that are subsequently not used in order to further decrease fishing
pressure. An example of this approach has been the buy-out of
licenses from coastal salmon fishers around the United Kingdom
in recent years (CEFAS, 2015).
In the NE scenario, territoriality is very important and the
share of fishing rights per nation reflects the distribution of fish in
national waters, i.e., a concept now known as ‘zonal attachment’
(Fernandes and Fallon, 2020). This new allocation key is then
strictly applied and fishing rights are not transferable in order to
maintain a large national fleet.
In the LS scenario, zonal attachment is also used to ensure
an equitable allocation of fishing rights to local people. In
this scenario, rights are transferable within a country with
limits on consolidation and rules maintaining the local link
between ownership and fishing grounds (as seen in Iceland in
Arnason, 1996).

Changes in the distribution of fish stocks and changes in access
to fishing grounds raise the question of how the TAC or fishing
effort should be shared amongst fishing fleets from different
nations in the future (Baudron et al., 2020). Countries and fleets
that are party to the EU CFP are able to operate anywhere within
EU Community waters but are subject to the principle of ‘relative
stability.’ For fisheries management and governance to be truly
‘adaptive’ to distribution shifts would require structures allowing
access and allocations to be based on updated information that
reflects current, and expected future conditions, and placing less
emphasis on an historical track record (Pinsky et al., 2018).
In the WM scenario, economic aspects take precedence
over a number of existing fisheries regulations. Typically,
TACs can be distributed by privatizing all fishing rights,
using individual transferable authorizations. Relative stability
is initially maintained but allocation rights are traded (bought
and sold) across borders. The resulting allocation will depend
on the conditions set on trading the fishing rights. In this
scenario, fishing rights are transferable without restriction on
nationality or whether a specific rights owner performed the
fishing themselves. Concentration of the rights in the hands of
a few investors is expected as has been previously observed in the
Netherlands (Davidse, 2001; Hoefnagel and de Vos, 2017) and in
Australia (Morgan, 2001; Hamon et al., 2009) and the rights are
subsequently leased out to fishers.
In the GS scenario, fishing rights are also transferable.
Everyone is allowed ownership but only fishers are allowed to
lease their rights. Leases would involve strict conditions regarding
the sustainability of the fishing practices such as the gears

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Marine Spatial Planning
Spatial dynamics of multiple sectors and policy instruments
(e.g., conservation areas, planned wind farm locations) are
particularly important when projecting how climate change
will impact fisheries (Queirós et al., 2016) and many of the
bioeconomic models used in CERES are spatial in nature. In
addition to fish stocks moving across borders and modifying
access to the different fleets, coastal areas are also becoming
increasingly busy with the development of human activities
competing for space with the fishery. Unlike those new activities
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production (oil and gas extraction or renewable energies) or
food production through marine aquaculture or pelagic (but not
demersal) fisheries (Matthijsen et al., 2018).
In contrast, many more MPAs exist in the scenarios
emphasizing ecological sustainability (GS and LS). Those MPAs
are organized into a cohesive network, aimed at maintaining the
connectivity of the ecosystem. The geographical area covered
by MPAs is larger in the GS scenario with a transboundary
international network of nature protected areas than in the
LS where the networks are organized nationally or locally
(Matthijsen et al., 2018). In the GS scenario, as in the WM and
NE scenarios, co-use of about 30% of the areas is envisaged but
only for production of renewable energy.

for which areas are reserved, fisheries are usually allowed to
operate in the remaining open areas where concentration of
fishing activities and competition between fleets increase (Janßen
et al., 2018). We took the example of the development of
spatial management plans in the North Sea as it is one of
the most complex, multinational fishing ground in the world
with extensive spatial plans regarding energy, transport, marine
protected areas, military training zones and access to water of
other jurisdictions. Not all of those activities will lead to access
problems for fisheries, as it depends on the political decision on
co-use (e.g., for windmill parks) for different type of fisheries and
the intensity of area use (for transport and military for example).
Pipelines and cables were disregarded as they are usually buried
deeply enough to allow fishing activity.
Several of the authors of the present paper participated in two
stakeholder workshops organized in 2017 by the Netherlands
Environmental Assessment Agency. The workshops were
attended by a variety of stakeholders including representatives
of different sectors including fisheries, energy, sand extraction
and recreation, government officials, environmental NGOs and
scientists who worked on four spatial scenarios translated into
maps by landscape architects. The consultations resulted in
spatial scenarios for the Dutch part of the North Sea reported
in Matthijsen et al. (2018). Their four scenarios align well with
the chosen CERES scenarios and therefore were used for the
North Sea. Those scenarios can be applied in other regions using
the underlying rationale explained in the following sections
(also reported in Matthijsen et al., 2018) and summarized in
Table 2. Additional activities could also be included, such as
offshore aquaculture.

Offshore wind energy
To reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reach the targets of
the Paris Climate Agreement, energy will have to be increasingly
produced by renewable sources. In an effort to make energy
more sustainable, the development of offshore windmill parks has
increased exponentially in the past 20 years (GWEC, 2019).
The current Dutch plans for offshore energy provide sufficient
surface for the development of offshore energy up to 2030 for
all scenarios (Matthijsen et al., 2018). For the NE scenario with
the lowest development of offshore wind, current plans provide
enough surface until 2050 which would still mean multiplying
the 2016 production by a factor 12.5 and the surface dedicated
to wind energy by 15 to 252 (see Table 2). In this scenario the
areas are exclusively used for wind energy and only small vessels
are allowed to pass through the wind farms.
The GS scenario anticipates the highest level of development
of offshore wind farms leading to a wind energy production in
2050 that is 63 times higher than the current one. The area
dedicated to wind energy would be 85 to 130 times larger. This
extended area is also largely used as nature reserve, and in a
small proportion of the wind farms, aquaculture and fishing with
passive gears are also allowed (Bauer et al., 2017).
Between those two extreme scenarios, the WM and LS
scenarios show development of offshore wind energy,
respectively 23 and 33 times higher than the current
production, multiplying the surface reserved for wind parks by
45–70 and 30–45.
Other sources of renewable energies could also be envisaged
using similar reasoning, such as solar, wave or tidal energy.
No information was available for those and they were
therefore not included.

Access to waters from other nations
In the two global scenarios (WM and GS), access to national
EEZs (Exclusive Economic Zone) is granted to all fleets without
distinction on nationality but conditioned on holding the proper
authorizations and fishing rights for the area or stocks. In the
GS scenario, fishing authorizations would be delivered under a
sustainability condition. In the NE scenario, by contrast, only
fleets from countries sharing the maritime area (for example
the EU Member States) have access to their own waters. In this
scenario, a hard Brexit is implemented and British fleets are
restricted to UK waters and the EU fleets to EU waters. In the
LS scenario, there is a growing interest for short value chains and
local products, hence, fleets are less interested in international
waters and restrictions are set on where they can operate.

Other marine activities

Marine protected areas

Military training areas and shipping lanes are two other
important uses of marine space. In 2016 areas reserved for
military training represented 7% of the Dutch EEZ and shipping
routes 6% (Matthijsen et al., 2018). When not used for training,
military areas can be used for other activities without permanent
structures such as shipping, fishing or aggregate extraction.
Similarly, shipping lanes can be used for fishing under the
condition that fishing vessels cross them perpendicularly.

In the scenarios with a stronger emphasis economic growth (WM
and NE), nature is seen in a utilitarian way and many fewer
areas are exclusively reserved for nature protection. One could
argue that, in the long term, marine protected areas (MPAs) are
beneficial for fisheries if they help rebuild stocks. However, given
the uncertainty of those benefits in a changing environment (see
Beare et al., 2013 for the North Sea example of the plaice box),
we assume that the WM and NE scenarios have less regulation
and enforcement of MPAs, and that other activities are also
permitted within MPAs. Such activities might focus on energy
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TABLE 2 | Marine spatial planning situation in 2050 in Europe for the different scenarios based on Matthijsen et al. (2018), to be adapted to regional context.

Access to waters from
other nations*
MPAs*

Wind*

Others

World Markets [RCP
8.5, SSP5]

National Enterprise
[RCP 8.5, SSP3]

Global Sustainability
[RCP 4.5, SSP1]

Local Stewardship [RCP
4.5, SSP2]

Yes

No

Yes, under
sustainability conditions

Yes, but focus on local
production

Connectivity

No connectivity

No connectivity

International network

National network

Surface increase
compared to 2016

–

–

x2.5

x1.75

Co-use

With food supply
(except bottom contact
gears)

With food supply
(except bottom contact
gears)

No co-use in 70% of
areas, with wind energy
in 30%

No

Production (in GW)
compared to current

x23

x12.5

x63

x33

Surface increase
compared to 2016

x45 to x70

x15 to x25

x85 to x130

x30 to x45

Co-use

With fishing and
aquaculture

No

With nature areas 90%,
aquaculture and
passive gear fishing
10%

With fishing

Others - military

Used less intensely

Used more intensely

Decrease in number of
areas

Used more intensely

Others - shipping

Use of Northern route

Use of Northern route

No change

No change

The increase in offshore wind surface depends on the power density of farms. MPAs, marine protected areas; GW, Giga Watts. The symbol “*” indicate aspects included
in the scenarios used in bioeconomic projections for the North Sea flatfish fishery.

25th and lasts until December 31st (Moltó et al., 2020). In the
scenarios where climate change impacts are expected to be most
dramatic (WM and NE) marketable sizes would occur 2 weeks
earlier due to the effect of higher temperatures on growth (see
empirical validated model in Moltó et al., 2020). Given the focus
on local employment and production in the NE scenario, the
opening of the season was also anticipated to begin 2 weeks earlier
to allow the fishers to exploit the resource for longer, before the
age-0 fish disappear from this artisanal fishery.
Other types of seasonal closure scenarios could be thought of
while keeping with the ethos of the general scenarios (see Table 1
for suggestions).

In the scenarios with local focus (NE and LS) the current
military training areas are used more intensely due to the
international tensions limiting the time when those areas can be
used for other activities. In the international scenarios (WM and
GS) cooperation increases and the military areas are used less
intensively. In the GS scenario the surface of the military training
areas even decreases as nations share those areas for military
exercise to make room for sustainable activities (renewable
energy or MPAs).
In the scenarios with the higher emissions (WM and NE),
the Arctic Ocean remains ice-free for a longer part of the year
(CPB, 2015). This allows opening new shipping routes between
north-western Europe and north-east Asia. In the GS scenario,
shipping is subject to strict environmental regulations (e.g.,
on green house gases emissions and on ballast waters) while
the traffic increases, current shipping lanes are expected to be
sufficient. The LS scenario is the only scenario where no change
in traffic is expected.

E – Economic Factors
Most fleet dynamic models used in the CERES project include
an explicit economic module where costs and fishing revenue
are used to calculate profit of the fleets. Based on the EU Data
Collection Framework (DCF) database, the three most important
cost categories in European fisheries are labor costs, depreciation
costs and energy costs representing, respectively 30%, 25% and
23% of the total costs (on average for all EU fleets over the 2008–
2014 period, STECF, 2016). In most fisheries, labor costs or crew
and skipper remunerations are calculated as a share of a “rest
to be shared” (Guillen et al., 2017). This rest to be shared is
calculated differently for each fishery but it is usually based on
fishing income minus a number of operational costs (e.g., fuel
costs). In CERES we assumed that the specific ways of calculating
remuneration would remain the same and the salaries would
differ because of the value of landings (affected by fish prices
and catch composition) and some operating costs (affected by
technological efficiency, fuel prices, effort level, etc.). Similarly,
depreciation costs are linked to the number of vessels active in the

Seasonal Closures
As part of current management arrangements, some fisheries are
subject to seasonal closures. These closures can be enforced to
protect key life stages of well assessed stocks (Shih et al., 2009),
to avoid incidental catch of vulnerable migratory species (Hunter
et al., 2006), or to manage data-poor fisheries in areas where
effort is the main tool to regulate fishing pressure (Demestre
et al., 2008). The latter is the case for most fisheries in the
Mediterranean Sea.
In the CERES project, seasonal closures were incorporated in
models of the dolphinfish (Coryphaena hippurus) fishery in the
Spanish Western Mediterranean (Peck et al., 2020). The opening
of the fishing season, based on juveniles, occurs by law on August
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reported by the IPCC and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES). This
long-term EU strategy intends to reduce CO2 emissions by
at least 80% of 1990 levels by 2050. According to official
estimates, a 23% reduction in GHGs emissions has already
been achieved between 1990 and 2018 (European Commission,
2018). In terms of fuel use. a further 74% reduction (at a
minimum) must be achieved to meet the 2050 climate-neutrality
objective. In CERES, we assumed the EU reached the target of
a 75% reduction of fuel use by 2050 in the environmentally
focused scenarios (GS and LS) and that half this objective,
37.5%, was obtained in the more economically driven scenarios
(WM and NE). Those objectives are directly translated in
the models as a gradual improvement of fuel efficiency until
2050 (i.e., the average fuel use decreases for the same effort
linearly every year).

fleet. As to energy costs, however, the price of fuel is exogenous
to the models, set at the global level and shows large interannual
variability (OECD, 2018).
Two exogenously set prices are of particular importance for
fisheries: fish prices (directly proportional to income) and fuel
price (proportional to fuel costs). Very few projections of fish
and fuel prices are available and they either did not fit the SSP
framework and our chosen scenarios (Groeneveld et al., 2018)
or the period of projection did not extend to the mid-century
time-slice used for simulation in CERES model applications
(Msangi et al., 2013; DBEIS, 2017). Here, we used trends of
nominal prices for each scenario, derived from the macroeconomic general equilibrium model MAGNET (Woltjer and
Kuiper, 2014) and we took the uncertainty around the scenario
estimates into account by providing trends corresponding to the
lower and higher bounds of the 95% confidence interval around
the prices (see Table 1 for the estimates and Pinnegar et al., 2021,
for more details).
Using general price trends to project future prices assumes the
regulation of prices by demand rather than by supply. This is
generally the case for fish which are highly substitutable products.
For some high value species on the other hand, the volume of
landings (supply) impacts the price of fish, a decrease in landings
then leads to an increase in price. In addition to the general trend,
fishers may influence the average price they obtain by targeting
different portions of the fish stocks (sizes, seasons, etc.).

Gear Selectivity and Survival of Discards
To increase the sustainability of fisheries, improved gear
selectivity and increased survival of discards are mandated in the
GS scenario. In the LS scenario, improvements are also expected
but to a lesser extent. These improvements can be achieved by
modifying gears in order to leave the unwanted catch in the water,
and adapting on-board processing to limit the time out of the
water to reduce the damage to the fish (Reid et al., 2019). In the
market driven scenarios (WM and NE), most catch is expected to
find its way to market and have some value. Hence, there is little
incentive to improve selectivity or avoid unwanted catch.

S – Social Factors
The models used in the CERES project did not explicitly include
social factors. One aspect was noted during the stakeholder
consultation about the structure of the sector. The type of
fishing companies is expected to change in the future. Some
consolidation, albeit in different forms, is expected in the global
scenarios (WM and GS). Companies in the WM scenario will
be large and reach a pseudo monopoly, moving from owneroperated fleets to fleets owned by investors and operated by
employed-skippers. Within the GS scenario, companies are
owner-operated but form cooperatives (groups) to make them
more resilient. Cooperatives are also used in the LS scenario,
where vertical integration improves access to the local market.
Under the NE scenario, companies remain traditional, owneroperated with limited foreign investment.

Catch Efficiency
Catch efficiency improves in the WM scenario where
technological development will lead to enhanced catch rates.
Due to lower technological development, the catch efficiency
increases less in the NE scenario. No increase in catch efficiency
is expected in the green scenarios (GS and LS) to ensure the
sustainability of fishing practices.

E – Environmental Factors
Within the present context, ‘environmental‘ issues include
the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on wildcapture fisheries. Fish distribution and productivity of stocks
and characteristics of individuals (e.g., rates of fish growth and
reproduction) can all change as a result of rising temperatures
or changes in ocean chemistry. Here, we selected two diverging
RCP scenarios, RCP 4.5, an intermediate build up of greenhouse
gasses and resulting climate impact used in GS and LS
(Hausfather and Peters, 2020) and RCP 8.5 which is a worst
case scenario, used in WM and NE (see Figure 1). In CERES,
those factors have either been included directly using physical
forcings (for example in end-to-end model Atlantis, see Peck
et al., 2020) or as input to the model (as in the example
presented further).

T – Technological Factors
Technological innovations in fisheries are often linked to
cost reduction, increased efficiency, increased sustainability
and increased safety (Eigaard et al., 2014). The following
technological factors were relevant for scenarios for bioeconomic
modeling in the EU context.

Fuel Efficiency
Climate action is at the heart of the “European Green Deal,” with
a long-term plan to reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions,
to invest in cutting-edge research and innovation, and preserve
Europe’s natural environment. The “European Climate Law”
(European Commission, 2020) aims to set in legislation the EU’s
2050 climate-neutrality objective, in line with scientific findings
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The underlying distribution of fish is important for fisheries, as
it determines access to fish. Historical fishing activity targeting
specific stocks are an important identity of fishing communities
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kilogram of fish and the value of the landings (e.g., Tasmanian
rock lobster Jasus edwardsii in Chandrapavan et al., 2009; or
Spanish Mediterranean species in Guillen and Maynou, 2015).
The way body size influences price is species-specific. For
some species, higher prices are obtained for larger fish (e.g.,
tuna species such as Pacific bluefin tuna Thunnus orientalis)
while other species have a specific size range that commands
a highest price (usually “plate-size”) compared to larger or
smaller sizes (e.g., lobster, sole). The price obtained for pelagic
fish often increases with fat content (e.g., tuna in Shimose
et al., 2018). Body shape and color are also species-specific
characteristics linked to the expectations of consumers whereas
fat content, body condition and fish size may be influenced
by changes in environmental factors such as prey availability.
If information on how individual fish quality might change
in the future is available, it can be included in economic
simulation models.

(Peck and Pinnegar, 2018) and access to fish stocks may be
blocked if fish stocks enter or depart different jurisdictions
(Baudron et al., 2020). This has caused conflicts in European
regions in the past and may continue to do so (Vinagre et al.,
2011; Fernandes et al., 2017; Baudron et al., 2020). Even if
access is maintained, distance from harbors to fishing grounds
may be a barrier to continue fishing for part of the fleet as
only the larger fishing vessels can follow the resource to distant
fishing grounds.
Change in distribution is influenced by a number of factors
including changes in temperature, primary production or change
in habitat as well as different levels of fishing pressure. Because
all species have a different tolerance to change, the effect
of climate change on stock distribution is species-specific.
A poleward shift of fish species is a natural consequence of
habitat contraction/expansion (Poloczanska et al., 2016) and has
already been observed worldwide (Cheung et al., 2010; Jones
et al., 2013) and in European fish stocks specifically (Engelhard
et al., 2011, 2014; Baudron et al., 2020). Existing data on
European waters suggest that in the past, not only poleward shifts
have been detected but a significant change in jurisdiction too
(Baudron et al., 2020).

L – Legal Factors
A wide diversity of laws, Directives and national legislations
impact upon, or regulate wild-capture fisheries in the European
region and the emphasis will differ under each scenario.
In addition, there are treaties and regulations prescribing
environmental objectives, such as mitigating climate change,
that will play a larger role in the GS and LS scenarios. Here
we describe two current regulations, the landing obligation and
nature protection rules, and show how each of these would
change in the different scenarios.

Stock Productivity
Larger fish stocks can sustain higher catch and changes in stock
productivity also affect the total allowable catch as well as fishing
costs. Arguably, catch per unit of effort is a proxy for the
abundance of fish in a stock (Marr, 1951; Ricker, 1975; Harley
et al., 2001; Erisman et al., 2011), meaning that, if stock size/fish
abundance increases, catch per unit of effort also increases
resulting in lower costs of fishing per kg fish caught.
Changes in productivity are often more challenging to
estimate than changes in distribution because the former are
often governed by a more complex set of physical and biological
interactions compared to the latter. For example, the growth
rate of fish is not only affected by the availability of food
and key abiotic factors (such as temperature) but also by
processes such as competition that is influenced by the amounts
of losses (suffered through predation or fishing) and gains
(due to reproduction). The complexity of processes impacting
productivity is well described in the “reproductive resilience”
framework (Lowerre-Barbieri et al., 2017), which includes aspects
such as larval connectivity and spatial movements/migrations
that can be hardwired into stock’s genetic pool. The existing
biological projection models, both mechanistic, statistical or
hybrid, suggest that, by mid-century, there will be a slight
decrease in the productivity of several key stocks worldwide,
mainly driven by deoxygenation and increased warming,
with some effect of trophic amplification on biomass loss
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), depending on the species/system.
The effect of the management system (fishing intensity) is,
however, likely to interact strongly with climate to change
stock productivity.

Landing Obligation
In the environmentally driven scenarios (GS and LS), the
landing obligation will be fully implemented (Uhlmann et al.,
2019). Selective gears will be developed to avoid unwanted
bycatch and only few exemptions would be awarded (e.g.,
where there is proven survivability of discarded bycatch). In the
NE scenario, the landing obligation is meaningless due to the
many exemptions offered for economic reasons, providing little
incentive to change fishing practices. In the WM scenario, the
landing obligation is replaced by fully documented fisheries so
that all catch is accounted for in scientific advice. This would
allow the discarding of unwanted catch and lower the cost of
sorting and handling of low value catch.

Nature Protection
Nature protection is important in the GS and LS scenarios. New
regulations constraining fishing access to the most sustainable
fishing practices are envisaged as well as a large network of marine
protected areas. The connectivity of those areas is designed to
help guarantee that conservation goals are attained. In the GS
scenario, international cooperation leads to a transboundary
network that can be partly combined with renewable energy.
In the LS scenario, the networks are organized at the national
level without transboundary continuity. In the market driven
scenarios (WM and NE), MPAs are combined with other
activities (e.g., wind farms) and only a few particularly damaging
activities are restricted within these areas.

Fish Quality
Fish quality, as defined by weight-at-age, condition factor, fat
content, size, body shape and/or color influence the price per
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The biological part of the model was calibrated with ICES
assessment data for sole and plaice (see Bartelings et al., 2015
for details on model calibration; ICES, 2017a). There is no stock
assessment for shrimp and the production function developed by
Bartelings et al. (2015) was used. Turbot was only included as
bycatch. Finally, there was no feedback between catches and the
biological attributes (e.g., productivity) of the stocks.

APPLICATION OF THE SCENARIOS –
EXAMPLE OF THE NORTH SEA
FLATFISH FISHERY
The fisheries scenarios described here were designed to be useful
in a range of models and to be applicable across multiple
case studies spanning from fisheries in the Mediterranean Sea
to the Arctic. In the CERES project, these scenarios were
applied in the end-to-end model Atlantis (Bossier et al., 2018;
Hansen et al., 2019), in random utility models (Girardin et al.,
2017), two spatially explicit bio-economic simulation models
SIMFISH/FISHRENT (Simons et al., 2014; Bartelings et al., 2015;
Rybicki et al., 2020), a bio-economic model for Mediterranean
fisheries MEFISTO (Lleonart et al., 2003; Maynou et al., 2006) and
Bayesian belief network approaches (Charniak, 1991; Levontin
et al., 2011). In all of those applications, the four scenarios were
adapted to match the capacity and characteristics of each model
and the available data (Peck et al., 2020). The flexibility of the
CERES fisheries scenarios framework is illustrated using a North
Sea flatfish application employing the SIMFISH model. This
flatfish case study and modeling approach are briefly described
in this section whereas specific aspects of the scenarios and
simulation results are described in a following section.
The SIMFISH model is a spatially explicit bio-economic model
for fisheries based on the FISHRENT model (Salz et al., 2011).
The model optimizes the total annual profit of fleets by adjusting
the effort allocation of fishing fleets to areas and métiers while
constrained by TACs, available biomass and a certain level of
inertia (Bartelings et al., 2015). The model can include spatial
closures. SIMFISH was run for a period of 35 years (2016–
2050) using 2015 data as the initial conditions (see Hamon and
Bartelings, 2019 for the conditioning of the model and the latest
modifications). The model represents three main fleets catching
flatfish (in particular sole Solea solea and plaice Pleuronectes
platessa) in the North Sea. The Netherlands is the main country
targeting flatfish in the North Sea and those three fleets account
for about 70% of the 2015 North Sea landings of sole, 35% for
plaice, 65% for brown shrimp3 Crangon crangon and 50% for
turbot Scophthalmus maximus (STECF, 2017). Those four species
account for 90 to 95% of the revenue of the three Dutch fleets (see
Figure 3). Similar to the European Data Collection Framework
(DCF), the three fleets are categorized by vessel length and the
main gear type. The three fleets operate mainly beamtrawls and
are categorized as small (12–24m), medium (24–40 m) or large
(> 40m) vessels. Each of the three fleets operate a mixture of
mesh-sizes: < 30 mm to target shrimp, around 80 mm for sole,
and > 100 mm targeting larger plaice. Each year, the model
optimizes the effort allocation of the three fleets to areas and
gears to maximize the combined profit given the constraints of
quota, and maximum effort. Tradition is implicitly included in
the behavior of the fleets by allowing only limited changes to
occur in consecutive years. The economic, catch and effort data of
the Dutch fleets are extracted from the databases of Wageningen
Economic Research.

RESULTS
Translation of Scenario Aspects to the
North Sea Flatfish Fishery
By design, most of the aspects of the scenarios previously
discussed could be included in the model. In Tables 1, 2, the
aspects included in the SIMFISH North Sea flatfish case study are
marked by an asterisk ∗ .
Of the political factors, the exploitation level, ability to
trade fishing rights, and marine spatial planning were included.
Scenarios on exploitation levels were included by adjusting the
targeted fishing mortalities of sole and plaice with the factors
(Table 1) to calculate the annual TAC (e.g., in WM scenarios
F target = 80% FMSY for sole and plaice). Shrimp is not regulated by
a TAC and no assessment was included for turbot, so the current
TAC was held constant. Because the fleets of a single nation were
included, the allocation of fishing right was less relevant in this
case study and the ability to trade fishing rights was the same
in the WM, LS and GS scenarios. In the NE scenario, trading
between fleets was forbidden. Seasonal closures are not used
in this fishery.
The amount of area in the North Sea available for fishing is
expected to decline in the coming 30 years (see Table 2, Figure 4,
and Matthijsen et al., 2018). Depending on the scenario, the
development of wind farms, marine protected areas or the closure
of British waters to European fishing vessels in the event of a
“hard Brexit” can lead to the closure of a large part of the fishing
grounds traditionally used by Dutch fleets (see scenario NE in
Figure 4). Fishers’ access to fishing grounds is expected to be
seriously reduced during the 2015–2050 period in each of the
four scenarios. These area restrictions are implemented in 5 years
increments starting in 2020 with the full scenario-specific area
closure by 2045.
Both fuel and fish prices are included in the scenarios. For
each scenario, a sensitivity analysis was performed on fuel and
fish price using the ranges provided in Pinnegar et al. (2021)
and available in Table 1. In addition, the prices of both shrimp
and sole were simulated as responding to the volume of landings
with price elasticity included for both species. In a scenario, fuel
efficiency increased as technological factors were progressively
implemented resulting in an annual decrease in fuel consumption
per unit of effort until the (scenario-specific) target was reached
by 2050 (see Table 1). It would have been theoretically possible
to include changes in selectivity or catch efficiency (Hamon and
Bartelings, 2019) but no data were available to parameterize this
component of the model.
Because of the lack of consensus on the change in the
productivity for the two main stocks (North Sea plaice and

3

Shrimp was included because two of the fleets are active on both the flatfish and
shrimp fisheries seasonally.
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FIGURE 3 | Landings composition of the three Dutch flatfish and shrimp beam trawling fleets in value (2013–2015 data source STECF, 2017).

of the trend range (see Table 1 and Pinnegar et al., 2021), the
higher bound and the average price trend. When combining all
factors, we decided to keep three combined runs (low trends: low
fish price and low fuel price, average trends: average fish price and
fuel price, high trends: high fish price and fuel price). Of course,
other combinations could be interesting to present, particularly
when prices of fish and fuel diverge (e.g., low fish price trend
with high fuel price trend and inversely). The indicators measure
the impact of the four scenarios (blocks of row on Figure 6) on
different groups (fishing fleets or fish stocks, rows on Figure 6).

sole), only the change in distribution was included in the
simulations. For plaice, a species with strong, life stage-specific
spatial dynamics (van Keeken et al., 2007), an Integrated Nested
Laplace Approximation (INLA) (Rue et al., 2009; Zuur et al.,
2017) was used for age-specific changes in distribution due to
water depth and temperature preferences projected in the two
(4.5 and 8.5) RCP scenarios. Future movements of the sole and
shrimp stocks were based on differences between present day
and 2050 distributions projected by the SS-DBEM (Fernandes
et al., 2020) for the North East Atlantic (CERES D2.3, 2019;
as in Bartelings et al., 2015). SIMFISH assumes a progressive
move to the 2050 distribution (Figure 5) with the stocks moving
by the same amount every year in the direction of the final
distribution. For turbot, the current catch rates reflecting the
current distribution are used for the entire simulation period.
Nature protection was implemented as legal factor through
MPAs in the area closures. The Landing Obligation was
incorporated as the 2019 implementation, i.e., in practice, the
current exemptions do not constrain the discarding of undersize
plaice caught while targeting sole.
Given the many dimensions of the scenarios, we ran a baseline
scenario where biological dynamics remain at the current level,
the management remains constant (Fmsy, current area closures,
quota not tradable), technological developments stop, and prices
remain at the current level. All scenarios are presented relative to
this baseline. For each scenario, in addition to running the full
set of combined factors, we ran the model changing each factor
composing the scenarios one by one (fish price trend only, fuel
price trend only, change in quota management only, change in
fish distribution only, etc.). This allows us to assess the effect of
each factor on indicators separately (see individual factors in the
green columns on Figure 6) and disentangle those effects in the
combined scenarios (see the factors combined in the last columns
in blue on Figure 6). For the fuel and fish price trends, three
variants are run and presented for each, with the lower bound
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Impacts on the Economic Viability of
Fisheries
We assessed the future viability of the fisheries through three
indicators: the net present value (NPV) of profit of fleets
(Figure 7), the number of vessels active per fleet (Figure 8) and
the TAC of the two main target species as a proxy for catch
potential (Figure 9). First, we looked at the effect of individual
factors (in column on the figures as explained in Figure 6) on the
indicators, looking at what drives the scenarios when factors are
combined. Then we compared the effects of the four scenarios on
the specific groups (on the separate rows, see Figure 6).
Fish prices were the main drivers of profitability in the
combined scenarios (Figure 7). The mid-century relative NPV
of profit for all fleets was higher with higher fish prices and,
to a lesser extent, with technological development (i.e., less fuel
consumption) and decreased with higher fuel prices (Figure 7).
Large area closures (NE and GS scenarios) had markedly negative
impacts on larger beam trawlers while the limited shifts in
distribution projected in 2050 for the key species (Figure 5) had
little impact on the profitability of all fleets. Change in quota
management increased the profitability of the large fleet when
exploitation rates were lower than the current ones (WM and
GS) and negatively impacted the fleet with medium sized vessels
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FIGURE 4 | Current area closures for large and small vessels (left panels) and scenario specific mid-century area closures in the North Sea for small vessels with
bottom contact gears operating from the EU mainland (i.e., excluding the UK). Note the current closure of the plaice box for large beam-trawlers is also maintained
for those fleets in the future and should be combined with small vessels closures (not shown here).

also dependent on quoted fish stocks. The contrasting effect of
quota management between the two fleets is due to quota trading
happening between the two fleets where the most profitable fleet
fished more quota.
In all scenarios, the change in fleet profitability was positive
for all fleets driven by fish prices, especially benefiting the
larger beamtrawlers. The negative effect of increasing fuel prices
was largely compensated by the increase in fuel efficiency in
the technologically driven scenarios (WM and GS) but not
completely in the local scenarios (NE and LS). Differences
between scenarios were also due to spatial closures and quota
management for the medium and large fleets. For those two
fleets, the World Market scenario, was the most favorable. For
the small beam trawler fleet, the difference between scenarios is
less marked. The least favorable scenario differs according to the
fleet and the price level (Figure 7).
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

Future profitability was also influenced by how the different
factors affected the size of the various fleets (Figure 8).
The number of vessels active were negatively impacted by
increasing fuel prices, this was particularly visible for the
larger beamtrawlers where up to 50% of the vessels exited
the fishery with the highest fuel prices resulting in less
overcapacity and fixed costs and potentially more profitable
fisheries. In addition, lower exploitation levels also led to
disinvestment in the fleets targeting quoted species (large and
medium beamtrawlers). In contrast, increasing fish prices and
technological development led to stable fleets, with even some
extra investment for the large trawlers. When combined, the
various factors composing the scenarios tended to balance
one another leading to limited entry-exit behavior in large
beamtrawler fleet by mid-century and no change in fleet size for
the other fleets.
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FIGURE 5 | Current (2016) and projected (2050) change in distribution of plaice, sole and shrimp (green gradient) used in the SIMFISH model. Mid-century
projections were made for two RCPs (4.5 and 8.5).

The future catch potential was driven by the exploitation rates
set by management (the lower the target exploitation rate, the
lower the TAC potential). High fuel prices, by increasing the cost
of fishing, lowered the quota uptake for plaice, increasing the
biomass and allowing for higher future TACs. Inversely, high fish
price or improvement of fuel efficiency meant that extra effort to
target plaice was profitable and a large proportion of the quota
was caught leading to lower biomass and TACs. For all scenarios
except for the NE scenario, the future catch potential was lower
for both sole and plaice than it would have been with the current
conditions, this is mainly driven by the quota management, i.e.,
the target F used to calculate the TACs.
The sensitivity analysis on prices showed that fuel and
fish prices are important drivers of profitability (Figure 7),
fleet viability (Figure 8), and catch potential (Figure 9). The
profitability of all fleets increased as fish prices increased and as
seen on the scenarios combining all factors (“Comb.” scenarios in
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Figure 6). The loss of profitability due to fuel price increase was
largely compensated by the increase in fuel efficiency. Fuel price
increase led to important disinvestment in the two large fleets
(Figure 8). However, when all factors are combined, the negative
effect of the high fuel prices was offset by the fuel efficiency
and fish prices.

DISCUSSION
Economic and Political Factors Drive the
Future of the Fishery
The North Sea flatfish fisheries case study shows that the impact
of economic (fish and fuel prices) and political (quota level)
factors are expected to outweigh the direct impact of climate
change by mid-century. The change in temperature in the North
Sea and its main ecological impacts on the distribution of sole
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FIGURE 6 | Guidance framework to navigate the model results on a specific indicator. Effects of the individual factors can be seen in the green columns, left of the
vertical line, effects of the factors combined in the blue columns, right of the vertical line. The impacts can be viewed per scenario (blocks of rows) for different
groups (species or fleets in rows). Factors include Fish Distr.: change in species distribution, fuel/fish price: low, average and high fuel/fish price trends as defined in
Table 1, Exploit. Rate: different FMSY target for sole and plaice; spatial Clos,: marine spatial planning; Fuel Effic.: increase in fuel efficiency; Comb.
Low/Average/High Prices: scenarios combining all the factors with low/average/high fish and fuel prices as defined in Table 1.

given access to international or local market (see discussion in
Pinnegar et al., 2021). Second, the interannual variability of prices
can be high, especially for fuel, for which shocks (up or down)
are expected a few times within the span of 30 years. Those
shocks force the industry to adapt, leading to major technological
innovations (Cheilari et al., 2013; Poos et al., 2013).
Technological innovation was captured here by improvement
of fuel efficiency, another important driver of fleet profitability.
In our scenarios we assumed a gradual spread of technological
developments leading to the respective emission target (75%
decrease of fuel consumption for GS and LS and 37.5% for WM
and NE). However, technological development is more likely
to happen in sudden steps than gradually. Furthermore, ‘fuel
efficiency’ is not equivalent to ‘fuel saving.’ Increasing fuel tax
or removing fuel tax exemptions may function as an incentive
to invest in fuel saving technologies. Yet, increasing the cost of
energy may result in increased operational costs, lower fishing

and plaice are anticipated to remain low until mid-century
(Figure 5). The fact that the profitability of fleets is so strongly
driven by fish and fuel prices leads us to pay more attention to
assumptions regarding the prices used in the scenarios. The prices
were derived from the global MAGNET model (see Pinnegar
et al. for more details and discussion), they were themselves
based on the SSP scenarios and although the variability between
scenarios is low, the average trends, as well as low and high
bounds seemed to match with other sources of price projections
for fish and fuel (see Msangi et al., 2013; and DBEIS, 2017 for
trends; and Pinnegar et al., 2021 for discussion). However, some
price dynamics were not captured by these monotonous upward
trends. First, in the present case the price of all fish products
was expected to follow the same upward trajectory over the next
35 years (2016–2050), all species from wild fisheries or from
aquaculture. Whereas, it might be expected that depending on
the scenario, price for different species would evolve differently
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FIGURE 7 | Relative change of NPV of profit in the mid-century (2040–2050) per fleet per scenario, disaggregated per factor, compared to the baseline. Factors
include Fish Distr.: change in species distribution, fuel/fish price: low, average and high fuel/fish price trends as defined in Table 1, Quota Mngt: different FMSY target
to calculate sole and plaice quota and quota trading rules; spatial Clos,: marine spatial planning; Fuel Effic.: increase in fuel efficiency; Comb. Low/Average/High
Prices: scenarios combining all the factors with low/average/high fish and fuel prices as defined in Table 1.

current size or smaller. Further, it is expected that technological
innovations will make fishing vessels more efficient and smaller
fleets but larger in vessel size could be used to catch the same
amount of fish. This could threaten the existence of coastal
communities that depend on fisheries to survive.
The change in fish distribution implemented in our model
does not substantially affect the profitability of the fleets, fleet
size or TAC. This is probably due to the area definition used
in the model where areas are too large to capture the limited
movement expected by mid-century. Given the limited move
(see Figure 5) fleets can easily travel to the new fishing grounds
envisaged. In addition, we only looked at the movement of
currently targeted stocks. New fish species entering the historical
fishing grounds could be an opportunity for the fleets to diversify
their portfolio (e.g., red mullet or squid, in the case of the North
Sea flatfish fishery).

effort, less catches and might jeopardize the viability of the
fleets. The essence of the climate-neutrality objective is not to
put sectors out of business but rather to force them to become
more energy/fuel efficient. There is a plethora of approaches
to become more energy efficient in the fishing sector; a nonexhaustive list includes: engine replacements, innovative vessel
design, improved vessel operation (maintenance of hulls and
engines), use of alternative/renewable energy sources (wind, H2
fuel cells etc.), efficient fishing gears (e.g., by reducing gear drag
in towed gears), and energy audits (ESIF, 2009). However, EU
targets are set at the Member State level and not per industry, and
the EU fleet accounts for 0.23% of global GHG emissions (Guillen
et al., 2016). It may therefore not be the focus of regulations to
decrease overall emissions.
Entry and exit behavior also affect the profitability of the
fishing fleets because fleets with overcapacity will be less
profitable than fleets that are in balance with the fishing
opportunities. The decisions to invest in a fishery or exit it
(disinvest) are not symmetrical, unprofitable fleets will disinvest
after 1 or 2 years whereas profitable fleets will first need to
use a minimum proportion of their capacity before investing
in additional vessels. In our scenarios, the fishing opportunities
were limited by TACs, leading to projected fleets being at their
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Model Limitations
The SIMFISH model used in this illustrative example is a
validated model in its application for the North Sea flatfish
fishery (see Bartelings et al., 2015 for the description of the
model; and STECF, 2015 for its application to assess multi
annual management plans). However, we are applying this model
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FIGURE 8 | Relative change of fleet size (number of vessels) in the mid-century (2040–2050) per fleet per scenario, disaggregated per factor, compared to the
baseline. Factors include Fish Distr.: change in species distribution, fuel/fish price: low, average and high fuel/fish price trends as defined in Table 1, Quota Mngt:
different FMSY target to calculate sole and plaice quota and quota trading rules; spatial Clos,: marine spatial planning; Fuel Effic.: increase in fuel efficiency; Comb.
Low/Average/High Prices: scenarios combining all the factors with low/average/high fish and fuel prices as defined in Table 1.

using specific models applied in the CERES project. These
specific models required certain inputs but were not designed
to include (in a direct manner) all the PESTEL aspects. For
example, social factors need to be better represented in the
scenarios and incorporated into bioeconomic projections. Some
social aspects already have or are expected to have an impact
on the way fisheries operate. These include labor conditions
and employment (Tickler et al., 2018), social license to operate
(Kelly et al., 2017; van Putten et al., 2018) and animal welfare
(Veldhuizen et al., 2018), as well as the overall demand for
animal protein in societies where vegetarianism and veganism
seem to be on the rise. Within our framework these social
factors would be most relevant under the two green scenarios
(GS and LS) with greater emphasis on ethical production
compared to WM and NE.
In particular, increasing (or sustaining) employment may
not be compatible with ‘greening’ the fisheries sector through
enhanced energy efficiency, technological development, reduced
carbon footprint or sustainable exploitation. The UNEP Green
Economy Report (UNEP, 2011) demonstrated that the greening
of economies is not generally a drag on growth but rather an
engine of growth; that it is a net generator of decent jobs, and
that it is also a vital strategy for the elimination of poverty.
However, among all human activities considered, fisheries were
the exception, not following the rule of ‘green growth → job
generator.’ It is estimated that in the global fishing industry

30 years into the future where changes beyond the ones simulated
here could be expected. For example, the current fleets (allowing
for entry or exit) are used, with their current gears and current
selectivities. In the model, the fleets are limited to presentday fisheries and fishing areas. In reality, it is possible that
the gear technology used in 2050 completely differs from the
current ones or that auxiliary activities in the blue economy,
unrelated to fishing (e.g., aquaculture in wind farms), develops
with the same vessels, leading to changes in cost structures,
catchability and in the way vessels are used throughout the
year. Additionally, this bio-economic model relies on many
other sources to be parameterized. For example, the prices or
fish stock distributions and productivity are model based from
models with their own uncertainties and assumptions. This is
why the authors argue that defining a set of standard scenarios
to apply several models on specific fisheries would improve our
understanding of the possible futures of this and other fisheries
by capturing model uncertainty. The standardized scenarios
also allow for comparison between fisheries and geographical
locations identifying potential winners and losers.

Further Development of the Social
Factors of the Scenarios
The scenarios developed by Pinnegar et al. (2021) were
operationalized for fisheries to enable bioeconomic projections
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FIGURE 9 | Relative change of potential catch (TAC) of sole and plaice in the mid-century (2040–2050) per fleet per scenario, disaggregated per factor, compared to
the baseline. Factors include Fish Distr.: change in species distribution, fuel/fish price: low, average and high fuel/fish price trends as defined in Table 1, Quota Mngt:
different FMSY target to calculate sole and plaice quota and quota trading rules; spatial Clos,: marine spatial planning; Fuel Effic.: increase in fuel efficiency; Comb.
Low/Average/High Prices: scenarios combining all the factors with low/average/high fish and fuel prices as defined in Table 1.

long term behavior, such as entry and exit decisions in a fishery
or investment in new technology, can be influenced by societal
norms established from historical activities. These include factors
such as the presence or absence of followers in the community or
family as well as compliance with rules and trust in governance
(van Putten et al., 2012). Overall, the scenarios developed in
the CERES project and presented here result from the need
to harmonize quantitative projections of alternative futures.
Because of the large amount of variables included in integrated
bio-economic models, testing all possible combinations is not
feasible nor desirable (Pinnegar et al., 2021). Scenarios are neither
predictions nor forecasts of future conditions and no single
scenario will be true in its entirety. More likely, the future will
borrow elements of all scenarios. The recent past has also taught
us that the future trajectory will move between scenarios rather
than follow a single path and that specific events can cause rapid
change (e.g., Brexit, or the Covid-19 pandemic).

(currently employing more than 35 million people), between 15
and 22 million fewer fishers would be required if a green-fisheries
scenario was adopted. It is projected that only in the case that fish
stocks are recovered, a substantial number of jobs may grow back,
and not earlier than 2050. Similarly, Ye et al. (2013) reason that
targets for fisheries (restore stocks to levels that can produce the
maximum sustainable yield- MSY), are unlikely to be met soon.
Developing a bio-economic model, these authors estimated that
the global fishing capacity needs to be cut by 36–43%, resulting in
the loss of employment of 12–15 million fishers and costing US$
96– 358 billion for buybacks.
The concept of social license to operate is recent in the marine
sector (Kelly et al., 2017; van Putten et al., 2018), and it has already
forced fisheries managers to revert decision and to change path
disregarding the scientific evidence collected as a support for their
initial decision (e.g., a super trawler who was initially permitted
to fish off the coast of Australia before being denied access after a
large media campaign against it, Kelly et al., 2017).
Adaptation to change is strongly linked to context-specific
factors. For instance, in the short-term, immediate behaviors such
as location choice, adaptation to new species, as well as the size
of companies and capacity to adapt the fleets to have access
to new resources will all play an important role. In contrast,
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Applying the CERES Scenarios to
Different Contexts
As mentioned already those scenarios were developed for a
specific purpose: studying the future of European fisheries. The
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how maintaining high fish prices is important to the future
viability of this fishery. More importantly, low fuel prices and
increasing fuel efficiency are projected to be important for
decreasing future risk and vulnerability. Increasing the fuel
efficiency is an important way in which all fishing fleets can
decrease their green house gases emissions and contribute to
reaching global goals set out in the Paris climate agreement
(Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2019).
The present study and its two companion studies (Kreiss
et al., 2020; Pinnegar et al., 2021) underscore the importance of
using a common scenario framework for comparing potential
climate impacts, identifying winners and losers and adapting
management accordingly. We advocate extending and applying
these CERES scenarios, or something very similar such as the
“Oceanic System Pathways” (OSPs) developed by Maury et al.
(2017), in other bio-economic projections of climate impacts on
fisheries (e.g., within the Fisheries and Marine Ecosystem Model
Intercomparison Project (Fish-MIP)). Although the entirety of
any single scenario is not expected in the future (see Pinnegar
et al., 2021), scenarios are important tools to create awareness of
multiple possible futures.

factors chosen here apply to this context. To apply them to
different contexts, one should start with engaging with the
stakeholders currently involved in their fisheries or in activities
competing with fisheries (in our case offshore renewable energy
and nature reserves, but one could think of other activities such
as tourism, aquaculture or recreational fishing). The ethos of
the scenarios presented by Pinnegar et al. (2021) can be used
to operationalize the four scenarios for other types of fishery or
other regions. Of course, where relevant, elements developed in
the present study could be used elsewhere while additional factors
can also be included.
The factors included in the models need to be pertinent in
how they affect the ecosystem in which the fishery operate. The
three factors with the most effect on the economic viability
of North Sea flatfish fishery (fish price, fuel price and quota
management) may not be relevant at all in other cases. In the
European context fish are sold on auction (usually accessible via
internet), in that case, a common trend on price, exogenously
driven by fish trade worldwide is probable. If fish are caught to
be consumed locally, other factors affecting price development
should be included (e.g., tourism). Similarly, many fisheries
studied in CERES operate with large vessels using towed gears
making the fuel price and consumption two important factors
for economic viability. In fisheries with small vessels and passive
gears, other type of inputs may be important to consider. The
North Sea flatfish fishery is managed with (individual) quotas,
set every year based on biological advice from the International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). The quotas, set on
each species, and in the Dutch case individually owned by the
fishers constrain the fishery development together with fishing
licenses (limiting the entry in the fishery). Other management
systems, e.g., relying in cooperation, can be more appropriate
for other cases.
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CONCLUSION
While most of the efforts to project the impacts of climate
change on fish and fisheries focuses on the bio-physical and
ecological aspects, this study underscores the importance of
examining socio-political scenarios alongside the anticipated
changes in the natural environment. It is now commonplace
for researchers to make use of a standard set of scenarios
when projecting the biogeochemical effects of climate change
using RCPs applied in global climate models that are often
downscaled for higher resolution for projections in specific
regions. In a similar manner, the narratives of the socio-political
SSPs need to be regionalized for climate impact projections.
Pinnegar et al. (2021) present the general ethos of the four
CERES scenarios that map onto the RCPs and SSPs, while
Kreiss et al. (this issue) demonstrate how these four scenarios
can be applied consistently in different European regions to
compare regional bioeconomic impacts of climate change on
the European aquaculture sector. The present, companion, study
describes how the scenarios were adapted for use in bioeconomic
modeling of the effects of climate change on European fisheries.
A case study application on North Sea flatfish fishery highlighted
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